Although physics education research (PER) has improved instructional practices, there are not agreed upon principles for designing effective instructional materials. Here, we illustrate how close comparison of instructional materials could support the development of such principles. Specifically, in discussion sections of a large, introductory physics course, a pair of studies compare two instructional strategies for teaching a physics concept: having students (i) explain a set of contrasting cases or (ii) apply and build on previously learned concepts. We compare these strategies for the teaching of Faraday's law, showing that explaining a set of related contrasting cases not only improves student performance on Faraday's law questions over building on a previously learned concept (i.e., Lorentz force), but also prepares students to better learn subsequent topics, such as Lenz's law. These differences persist to the final exam. We argue that early exposure to contrasting cases better focuses student attention on a key feature related to both concepts: change in magnetic flux. Importantly, the benefits of contrasting cases for both learning and enjoyment are enhanced for students who did not first attend a Faraday's law lecture, consistent with previous research suggesting that being told a solution can circumvent the benefits of its discovery. These studies illustrate an experimental approach for understanding how the structure of activities affects learning and performance outcomes, a first step toward design principles for effective instructional materials.
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I. TOWARD PRINCIPLES FOR EFFECTIVE INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN
Physics education research (PER) has built a research base for improved instruction of physics concepts in several ways. One branch of this effort focuses on assessment, producing conceptual tests that can be widely used, e.g., Refs. [1] [2] [3] . Another area focuses on students' prior knowledge by researching common student difficulties and developing activities designed to address them, e.g., Refs. [4, 5] . A third area evaluates the efficacy of new instructional materials and approaches, often in comparison to traditional "lecture-and-practice" style instruction, e.g., Ref. [6] . These approaches have clarified valuable goals of physics instruction and have produced instruction for better achieving those goals.
One area not covered by these efforts is the development of knowledge for how to design effective instructional materials. While there is general agreement that instruction should support "active learning" and "interactive engagement," the different materials designed for interactive engagement can vary. Moreover, differences between various instructional settings, pedagogical approaches, materials, and assessments make identification of important features of instructional materials from existing studies difficult.
In this paper, we work toward filling this gap, continuing a thread of work investigating how fine-grained differences in the structure of instructional materials can lead to different learning and performance outcomes [7] . Specifically, we compare two approaches to teaching a physics concept: (i) having students explain a set of examples illustrating the concept or (ii) having students connect the concept to a previously learned one. The first approach represents an effective strategy developed from cognitive psychology-using contrasting cases to help students notice important features. The second approach represents a common instructional practice-leveraging the sequence of topics to build new concepts from old ones, highlighting the coherence between different ideas in physics. For an instructor or curriculum designer creating materials for an active-engagement classroom, both approaches represent reasonable instructional possibilities. By comparing these two approaches to teaching the same physics concept (Faraday's law) in the same instructional setting (discussion sections of a large lecture course), we aim towards developing fine-grained, empiricallygrounded principles for effective instructional design.
II. THE LEARNING BENEFITS OF CONTRASTING CASES
A. Highlighting key features Figure 1 contains three examples of wire loops in magnetic fields, where a current either is or is not induced. Imagine a physics student trying to explain when there will
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be an induced current. From case 1 alone, many different simple rules are plausible. A student could propose that there is no current in the loop when there is no motion. Another possible explanation for case 1 is that there is no induced current when the loop is in a uniform magnetic field. While these explanations are part of the correct explanation, they are incomplete and not generally applicable. These answers would not be evidence that students are attending to the change in magnetic flux through the loop as the key explanatory factor.
Imagine the same student, but now given cases 1 and 2. Comparing across the two, they could conclude that movement alone is not a sufficient condition to induce a current. However, it is still not clear what features can cause an induced current. By comparing the third case to the previous two, the importance of a nonuniform magnetic field becomes salient. Here, though a student's explanation of induced currents with these three examples alone may be far from complete, being forced to explain multiple examples can push the student's explanation to align more with Faraday's law. The contrasts between the cases help to differentiate the important features of the phenomenon [9] , and prior research has illustrated the benefits of contrasting cases for helping students identify the deep structural features of unfamiliar phenomena [10] [11] [12] .
Even after instruction, students commonly determine whether or not a current is induced by attending to the motion of wire loops and magnets, without considering whether or not the motion changes the magnetic flux [2] . Consistent with previous work in psychology, one would expect that the task of coming up with a general explanation may push students to look beyond these attractive, idiosyncratic surface features [11, 13] .
B. Preparation for future learning
In explaining the induced current examples, it is possible to explain all the cases sufficiently and never spontaneously generate a magnetic flux-based explanation of induced currents. Are the contrasting cases instructionally useful if students do not invent the correct solution?
There is evidence that inventing with contrasting cases has benefits beyond directly discovering the principle at hand. Attempts to invent explanations of a set of contrasting cases can prepare students for future learning from subsequent direct instruction [14] [15] [16] . Schwartz and Martin provide one example [15] : students tasked with inventing a method for comparing data across different statistical distributions later learned a procedure for calculating standardized scores better than students who were initially told how to compare the sample data. Importantly, the students who invented failed to produce the correct procedure. Yet, by first seeking a solution on their own, inventing students were better prepared to learn this procedure from later direct instruction.
III. A FOCUS ON CURRICULAR COHERENCE
Although the approach of inventing with contrasting cases may help students see important features of Faraday's law, the example given is subject to the criticism that it treats the concept as an isolated, empirical fact. It has been argued that this lack of connection between various topics is common to how students perceive a traditionally taught physics curriculum. As Brewe puts it, "In the standard approach the curriculum is organized such that new content is introduced in distinct chapters which atomizes the curriculum and leads students to miss the coherence of physics" [17] .
Although experts may value coherence between ideas in physics, studies of traditional physics instruction have found that (1) students do not develop and apply wellstructured physics knowledge [18, 19] and (2) students can come to view physics as a set of disconnected facts rather than a coherent set of ideas [20, 21] . A common theme between many PER-based instructional efforts has been the explicitly stated goal of better fostering coherence of physics knowledge [5, 17, 20, 22, 23] . Such instructional efforts have been shown to be more successful than traditional ones at supporting conceptual learning outcomes [24, 25] .
In this set of studies, we select one particular approach to fostering conceptual coherence: using previously learned concepts to build new ones. This approach attempts to build coherence through explicit connections between physics concepts. The central question of this research is how building on prior concepts compares to instruction that uses contrasting cases to focus only on the concept to be learned.
IV. OUR STUDIES
We compare contrasting cases instruction to instruction building new concepts from previously learned ones in a physics classroom setting, using the topic of Faraday's law. To be clear, in these studies, we use Faraday's law to refer to the "flux rule:" E ¼ NjdΦ B =dtj. Even though this is not identical to the Maxwell-Faraday equation,∇ ×Ẽ ¼ − ∂B ∂t , we focus on the flux rule for two reasons [26] . First, at the introductory level, Faraday's law is commonly taught as the flux rule. Second, this definition of Faraday's law aligns with what the students in our studies were learning and with the instructional materials adapted for this study.
As noted previously, it can be argued that both building on prior concepts and contrasting cases instruction have pedagogical benefits, albeit quite different ones. For the Faraday's law flux rule, one approach is to motivate induced currents through the Lorentz force. Some potential benefits of building on prior concepts here are (i) highlighting the coherence between different E&M concepts, (ii) providing students with multiple tools for understanding induced currents, and (iii) helping students see when Faraday's law is needed over the Lorentz force-for cases where the current is induced by a changing magnetic field (see Table I ). On the other hand, contrasting cases of a phenomenon can help students look beyond the surface to see important features related to correctly applying the Faraday's law flux rule-for example, identifying whether or not there is a change in magnetic flux.
This research builds most directly on previous work by Shemwell, Chase, and Schwartz [11] on the benefits of learning Faraday's law through contrasting cases in a physics classroom setting. They found that looking across a set of cases to invent a general explanation was more effective than explaining each case in isolation for discovering Faraday's law. Specifically, students explaining each case separately were more likely to rely on case-specific features rather than a unified, general explanation. Our study again investigates the efficacy of explaining a set of contrasting cases for learning Faraday's law, but compares it to the common instructional practice of building on previously learned concepts. We also investigate the effect of these activities on longer term learning trajectories by studying the impact on subsequent learning from direct instruction on Faraday's law and subsequent topics, such as Lenz's law.
Additionally, we use these materials to investigate another issue: student enjoyment and self-assessments of learning with interactive engagement methods. Studies in PER have shown that instructional approaches that produce large learning gains are not necessarily enjoyed by students [25, 27, 28] . Student evaluations of teaching are a major component of how institutions and instructors evaluate teaching effectiveness [29] , so low student enjoyment of these methods could potentially raise barriers to sustained implementation and evaluations of instructional success.
V. STUDY 1
Study 1 compared Faraday's law instruction using contrasting cases (CC) to instruction building on prior concepts (BPC)-in this case, the relevant prior concept is Lorentz force. We inserted both instructional approaches into small group discussion sections through an active learning style worksheet activity. The central questions were whether the instructional difference between the two activities would result in a difference in the students' ability to apply the Faraday's law flux rule, and whether any difference would be present on the final exam, covering both Faraday's law and subsequently learned, related topics.
A. Research context
This study was conducted in a large lecture (N ∼ 500), calculus-based, introductory electricity and magnetism course at a small, private university. The course was primarily taken by first and second year engineering students. Course meeting times consisted of three 50-minute lectures and one 50-minute discussion section per week. There were 32 discussion sections, each run by a graduate teaching assistant (TA), with attendance in each capped at 18 students.
We deployed our instruction in discussion sections during week 7 of the 10-week academic quarter. At this time, the lecture had spent one class on Faraday's law, but TABLE I. Principles for determining whether a current will be induced and the situations in which they make correct predictions in standard introductory physics courses.
Correctly predicts if a current is induced when… Principle
Current induced by motion Current induced by changing B field
students had not completed the homework or otherwise practiced using Faraday's law in class. 334 students completed the discussion section activity, completed a discussion section post-test, and had clicker data that provided information on preactivity lecture attendance (n CC ¼ 177, n BPC ¼ 157). There were 16 TAs, who taught two discussion sections each. The TAs were split into two groups, 8 teaching with the CC materials and 8 teaching with the BPC materials. The research team ran the TA training meeting for that week, where the TAs were introduced to the materials and instructions for running the discussion section. The TAs were separated according to their two instructional groups to discuss their particular materials. Generally, TAs in both instructional groups were instructed to refrain from telling the students the answers and to encourage students to work together to answer the questions on the worksheet.
B. Instructional materials: Building on prior concepts and contrasting cases
Both sets of materials had two instructional goals related to Faraday's law: to prepare students (i) to predict whether or not a current would be induced by attending to the change in magnetic flux through the loop and (ii) to rank the magnitudes of the induced current by attending to how quickly the flux is changing. We briefly discuss the key features of these materials below. The complete instructional materials are provided as Supplemental Material [30] .
"Building on prior concepts" materials
The BPC activity was adapted from the Tutorial in Introductory Physics on Lenz's law [8] . This activity prompted students to apply their knowledge of the Lorentz force to make predictions of whether or not there would be a current produced from the magnetic forces exerted on the charges in the wire, as shown in Fig. 2 . The configurations included a stationary loop and a moving loop in a uniform external B field, a stationary loop and a moving loop in the nonuniform B field of a bar magnet, and two loops rotating in a uniform B field at different rates. These cases were chosen to span a range of loop movements and external B field configurations. Students answered these questions in sequence with no prompt directing them to make explicit comparisons between the different configurations. For all cases, there were no changing magnetic fields, currents were induced by motion of a wire loop, and a correct determination of whether there was an induced current could be made from the Lorentz force.
Contrasting cases materials
The CC instruction presented students with six cases simultaneously ( Fig. 3 ) with the following instructions: "Considering all the cases above, write a general explanation for when there will be an induced current that explains all 6 cases." The cases were a subset of the cases given in the Lorentz force materials. Students were told whether or not there would be an induced current in each of the 6 cases. Although students had already seen the Faraday's law equation in lecture, the selection of the cases aimed to illustrate a range of variation that could help students look past the surface features to recognize the key feature: change in magnetic flux.
Tell and practice: Qualitative Faraday's law
After completion of either the BPC or CC activity, students were led through an explanation of Faraday's law by way of comparison to Lorentz force, which we describe below. Again, this explanation was adapted from the Tutorial in Introductory Physics on Lenz's law. Students were asked to predict whether there would be an induced current in a stationary loop within an increasing, uniform magnetic field (a) if they applied their prior reasoning (either their "invented" rule in CC or Lorentz force in BPC) and (b) if a change in magnetic flux leads to The worksheet then stated that there will be an induced current in this case and provided a brief description of Faraday's law, highlighting two points. First, Faraday's law is a more broadly correct predictor of induced currents than Lorentz force, which can make correct predictions when current is induced by motion but not when current is induced by a changing B field. Second, the qualitative description of Faraday's law consists of two statements:
• A change in the magnetic flux through the loop induces a current in the loop.
• The current is larger when the magnetic flux changes faster. Following this, students were presented with the same cases from the previous activity, either CC or BPC. CC students were asked to check the given outcome with Faraday's law, and BPC students were asked to predict the outcome using Faraday's law instead of Lorentz force reasoning. Both groups were then asked to apply Faraday's law to rank the magnitudes of the induced currents in four new situations where the current is induced by a changing magnetic field.
The explicit description of Faraday's law here served two purposes. First, it provided a stand-alone, qualitative introduction to Faraday's law. Second, it provided an opportunity to enhance the learning from both activities. For contrasting cases, looking across the cases can help students differentiate important features of the phenomenon, preparing them to see how the statement of Faraday's law fits with these key features. For building on prior concepts, the activity is meant to highlight the coherence with Lorentz force and the need for the Faraday's law flux rule for cases where current is induced by a changing B field. The main question is whether these two activities would differently prepare students to learn from direct instruction on Faraday's law. Figure 4 shows the experimental timeline. First, one lecture introduced the Faraday's law flux rule as a rule that can correctly predict currents induced by motion or a changing magnetic field. In this lecture, the mathematical equation of Faraday's law was stated, E ¼ NjdΦ B =dtj, and the individual terms were explained. An explanation of electromotive force and a reminder of how to calculate flux followed. Then, the instructor solved a motional EMF problem (the classic problem of a metal bar sliding along two conducting rails in a static, uniform B field) using both Faraday's law and the Lorentz force.
C. Research design
After this lecture, students attended the discussion section, where they worked in groups of 3-4 to either (i) use a set of contrasting cases to write an explanation for when a current is induced (CC) or (ii) use the Lorentz force to predict when there will be an induced current (BPC). Then, both groups were given the tell-and-practice materials for the qualitative features of Faraday's law. Finally, students individually answered a series of post-test questions to see if the two different instructional materials led to 010128-5 any differences in students' abilities to answer questions related to induced currents. The post-test presented students with three problems that required them to predict whether a current would be induced in one situation, the relative magnitudes of induced currents, or the direction of the current. Finally, there were two 5-point Likert scale questions, asking students how much they enjoyed the discussion section activity and how much they learned from the discussion section activity. The complete post-test is given in the Supplemental Materials.
After the discussion sections, both sets of materials were made available to all students through the course website. This was due to the instructors' wishes for any long-term differences in instruction to be minimized. The next lecture covered Lenz's law. Students then completed a homework assignment that gave them practice in using Lenz's law to determine direction and Faraday's law to determine magnitude of induced currents for cases where current is induced by motion and cases where current is induced by a changing B field. Then, one Faraday's law question on the final exam, given 3.5 weeks later, measured whether the instructional difference in the discussion sections had any long-term effect.
D. Study 1 results

Post-test questions
Summing students' scores on the induced current and magnitude questions, we obtained a Faraday's law post-test score (ranging from 0 to 3). There was no difference in post-test score by CC and BPC instructional materials
However, a subsequent content analysis of the preceding lecture revealed that, unbeknownst to the research team, the lecture directly covered two of the post-test questions.
Students who attended the preactivity lecture had a higher post-test score than those who did not, Fð1; 330Þ ¼ 20.2, p < 0.001, as shown in Fig. 5 . We hypothesize that because the lecture directly covered two questions on the post-test, for students who attended lecture the posttest was a measure of their memory of a specific case. Thus, the post-test was not a good measure of students' understanding of Faraday's law more broadly.
There was no interaction of activity by preactivity lecture attendance, Fð1; 330Þ ¼ 0.40, p ¼ 0.53, so attending lecture had the same effect on students' post-test scores, independent of which instructional materials they later received in the discussion section.
Enjoyment and self-assessment of learning
On the enjoyment question, there was a significant effect of condition, where students exposed to contrasting cases ranked their enjoyment higher (m CC ¼ 3.33, sd CC ¼ 0.95, m BPC ¼ 3.00, sd BPC ¼ 1.03), Fð1; 327Þ ¼ 5.60, p ¼ 0.019, but there was no effect of lecture attendance, Fð1; 327Þ ¼ 0.16, p ¼ 0.69, and no interaction between the two factors, Fð1; 327Þ ¼ 1.63, p ¼ 0.20. So even though there was no difference in post-test scores by condition, students enjoyed the CC materials more.
On the learning question, there was a marginal effect of condition in favor of contrasting cases (m CC ¼ 3.53, sd CC ¼ 0.95, m BPC ¼ 3.32, sd BPC ¼ 1.05), Fð1; 327Þ ¼ 3.29, p ¼ 0.07. Again, there was no effect of lecture attendance, Fð1; 327Þ ¼ 0.24, p ¼ 0.63, and no interaction between the two factors, Fð1; 327Þ < 0.1. Notably, students' self-assessment of their learning did not correlate with their post-test score, r ¼ 0.05, p ¼ 0.40, but did correlate with their enjoyment, r ¼ 0.66, p < 0.001. This is consistent with prior research showing that selfassessments of competence do not match actual measures of performance [31] and that these self-assessments of
Final exam question
The final exam question assessed whether the instructional difference in the discussion sections would make a difference 3.5 weeks later, on content beyond what was covered in the discussion section activity-specifically, using Lenz's law to determine the direction of the induced current and magnetic field. The relevant final exam question [33] is shown here:
A metal ring of area A ¼ 10 cm 2 and electric resistance R 0 ¼ 2 Ω, mounted on a wood stand, is immersed in a uniform magnetic field B that initially points into the page. The field's strength varies as shown in the graph (Fig. 6) . Positive B means the magnetic field points into the page while negative B means it points out of the page. Twelve out of the 15 points of this question was for material not covered by the CC and BPC materials-parts (b) and (c) require Lenz's law and part (d) requires numerical calculation. Additionally, following our discussion section intervention, students in both groups had a lecture covering Lenz's law, a subsequent homework assignment giving students practice with applying Faraday's and Lenz's laws, and opportunity to study this material for the final exam. Given that the CC and BPC activities did not cover these later concepts and that both groups received identical instruction afterwards, it could be predicted that CC and BPC students would perform equally well on this final exam question.
However, another plausible prediction, favoring the benefits of contrasting cases, is that by having students examine a set of contrasting cases of loops in magnetic fields, students could differentiate important, subtle features-such as the difference between amount of flux and change in flux. This could prepare students to learn from subsequent instruction, even for different, though related, topics. For example, an easy mistake to make in applying Lenz's law is to state that the induced magnetic field opposes the flux rather than the change in flux. Differentiating amount of flux and change in flux may help students more accurately apply Lenz's law. Note that parts (b) and (c) of this question target this plausible mistake.
The scores on the delayed post-test show a difference in the distributions for CC and BPC, shown in Fig. 7 , with CC students scoring higher than BPC students, Mann-Whitney Uð332Þ ¼ 11 987, Z ¼ 2.08, p ¼ 0.037. Importantly, CC and BPC students' scores did not differ on the other final exam short answer questions, Mann-Whitney Uð332Þ ¼ 13 579, Z ¼ 0.18, p ¼ 0.86, indicating that the difference was due to the intervention rather than generally higher performance in the course for the CC group.
As shown in Fig. 7 , the difference in distributions is most noticeable in the low tail for the BPC students and the greater ceiling effect for CC at scores of 14 and 15. Because of this strong ceiling effect, it is impossible to say whether the benefit of CC is primarily for the low performing students or if we simply are unable to measure the benefit for the high performing students. If the latter is true, that actual average benefit would be greater than reported here.
E. Discussion
The advantage of CC on the delayed post-test is evidence for the benefits of contrasting cases. This advantage was especially notable given the small instructional difference among repeated opportunities to learn and practice using Faraday's law and Lenz's law. This result is consistent with our prediction that contrasting cases helped students attend to and understand key features of the phenomenon, such as change in magnetic flux. The question remains as to whether this focus on recognizing key features of induced currents helped students simply learn how to predict whether there will be an induced current, or whether it helped them in learning subsequent, related ideas. For example, attention to the change in flux could help students use Lenz's law, because the direction of the induced magnetic field opposes that change in flux. Because we did not have access to students' scores for the separate subparts of the final exam question, we could not answer this question.
Additionally, the majority of the final exam question covered content learned between our intervention and the final exam, so one uncontrolled factor that impacted this outcome is the instruction and practice students experienced with induced current concepts in the 25 days between the discussion section activity and the final exam.
Because the post-test questions covered situations directly presented in lecture, we argue that the post-test was, for students who attended lecture, a test of memory rather than of comprehension of Faraday's law. Because of this, we cannot make any conclusions about student understanding of Faraday's law from the post test alone.
There are multiple possible explanations for the difference in enjoyment of the CC and BPC activities. One possibility is that these students enjoy the less structured explanation task in the CC materials more. In contrast, the BPC materials constrain students to answer specific questions with a specific concept. Another possibility comes from TA reports that the CC materials took less time to complete than the BPC materials. This difference could be explained by the additional examples in the BPC materials (8 situations instead of 6 in CC) and by the fact that BPC students had to determine whether there would be an induced current for each situation, as opposed to CC students who were told whether each loop had an induced current. A third possibility is that BPC students expecting to receive instruction and practice on Faraday's law were dissatisfied by an activity ostensibly covering Lorentz force.
VI. STUDY 2
To address this question of whether the contrasting cases simply helped students better apply Faraday's law or whether attention to important features, such as change in flux, improved students' ability to understand subsequent topics as well, study 2 augmented our previous intervention with instruction on Lenz's law and calculating the magnitude of the induced current. This allowed us to standardize student instruction on these subsequent topics. We also expanded the post-test to include both topics covered differently by the CC and BPC activities (i.e., a qualitative understanding of Faraday's law) as well as subsequent content covered in the same way for both groups (i.e., Lenz's law), being careful to avoid questions directly covered in lecture.
Additionally, to discount shorter length as a possible explanation for the greater enjoyment of the contrasting cases materials, the number of situations seen in the two materials was made equal.
A. Research context
Study 2 took place during another iteration of the same physics course as in study 1, which was taught by the same instructor the following year. In this iteration, the length of the discussion sections was increased from 50 to 75 minutes. Another difference from study 1 was that two lectures on Faraday's law preceded the discussion sections instead of just one. However, due to the slower pace of this iteration of the course, the two lectures covered comparable material to the one lecture in study 1.
Additionally, to address potential differences in TA instruction, we had each TA teach one section with the CC materials and one section with the BPC materials, counterbalancing the order randomly across the TAs. Enrollment in this course was lower, so there were only 30 discussion sections with 15 TAs. 309 students completed the activity and post-test in their discussion section (n CC ¼ 151, n BPC ¼ 158).
B. Timeline and materials
The new experimental timeline is shown in Fig. 8 . The increased length of the discussion sections allowed us to cover additional topics. The complete activities are provided as Supplemental Material. The main changes to the materials are described here.
Changes to study 1 materials
As compared to CC, the BPC materials in study 1 included two additional examples of wire loops in motion. In study 2, we removed these additional examples so that the CC and BPC materials included exactly the same cases, making the lengths of the activities more similar. This change was also reflected in the tell-and-practice materials for Faraday's law, which asks students to apply Faraday's law to the same cases.
Tell and practice: Lenz's law and calculate magnitude
In response to study 1, we added tell-and-practice instruction on Lenz's law and calculating the magnitude of the induced current. This allowed us to standardize the instruction on these subsequent topics, in order to assess the impact of CC and BPC activities on this subsequent learning.
CC and BPC students received identical instruction, which included an explanation of the relevant principle (either Lenz's law or the quantitative statement of Faraday's law), a worked example, and four practice problems (provided in the Supplemental Materials). All of these problems presented cases where the Faraday's law flux rule must be used, because the current is induced by a changing magnetic field. Students worked together in groups to answer these problems.
Changes to the post-test
The post-test was expanded, probing student performance on qualitative Faraday's law questions as well as mastery of subsequent topics, such as Lenz's law and calculating the magnitude of the induced current. The post test broke down as follows:
Qualitative Faraday's law:
• "Zero current" (4 questions)-situations where there is a magnetic flux, but it is not changing, so there is no current.
• "Rank magnitudes" (1 question)-ranking the relative magnitudes of the induced currents in 4 different loops moving in a uniform magnetic field. Subsequent Topics:
• "Lenz's law" (4 questions)-determining the direction of the induced current or induced magnetic field when it is nonzero.
• "Calculate magnitude" (1 question)-calculating the numerical answer for the magnitude of the induced current. These changes allowed us to replicate the kinds of questions probed by the final exam problem in study 1. Also, the subsequent instruction on Lenz's law and calculating the magnitude was standardized for the two groups. Both the qualitative Faraday's law and subsequent topics questions presented a mix of situations where there was either motion of the wire loop or a changing magnetic field.
C. Post-test results
We present the post-test results according to the two different groups of questions: (i) the "qualitative Faraday's law" questions and (ii) the "subsequent topics" for which both groups received identical instruction.
Qualitative Faraday's law post-test
First, we investigated differences in performance related to our CC and BPC instructional difference by looking at the number of correct answers to the qualitative Faraday's law post-test questions (ranging from 0 to 5). We performed a two-way ANCOVA with instructional materials and preactivity lecture attendance as the two independent variables, controlling for previous midterm score. Because there were two lectures before the discussion section activity, we split students according to whether they were absent from both lectures, or whether they attended at least one lecture. We chose this distinction, because we wanted to separate students who received some introduction to Faraday's law from students who did not. Twentyone students in the BPC instruction and 20 students from the CC instruction attended neither one of the lectures. Faraday's law post-test scores, broken out by instructional materials and lecture attendance, are shown in Fig. 9 .
There was a main effect of instructional materials, Fð1; 304Þ ¼ 8.99, p ¼ 0.003, with better performance in CC. There was no main effect of lecture attendance, Fð1; 304Þ ¼ 0.34, p ¼ 0.56, but there was a marginal interaction between condition and lecture attendance, Fð1; 304Þ ¼ 3.66, p ¼ 0.057, indicating a larger performance gap between CC and BPC for students who did not attend lecture than for students who did attend.
Overall, there is better performance in the CC condition on the qualitative Faraday's law post-test. However, the interaction of instructional materials and lecture attendance is also important. Not surprisingly, students in the BPC condition that attended lecture do better (though not statistically significantly) than the BPC students that do not. More notable is that the CC students who did not FIG. 9 . Qualitative Faraday's law post-test scores, controlling for previous midterm score, broken out by instructional materials and lecture attendance. All error bars denote one standard error. attend lecture perform marginally better than CC students who do attend lecture p ¼ 0.08, 95% CI of the difference [−0.07, 1.17]. Although it seems unintuitive that students who had less instruction perform better, not having been told the Faraday's law flux rule may have increased search across the contrasting cases for a single explanation that determines induced current. This increased search could provide students with more opportunities to identify the different key factors involved in generating induced currents, increasing the benefits of the contrasting cases. Students who were told Faraday's law and verify that it makes the correct prediction for each case may not have experienced the full benefit of the contrasts between the cases. This is consistent with Schwartz et al., who found that inventing an explanation for a set of contrasting cases prior to direct instruction increased search across the different cases, compared to working with the cases when told the explanation beforehand [12] .
Subsequent topics post-test
For the subsequent topics post-test scores (ranging from 0 to 5), we performed the same two-way ANCOVA as before. The subsequent topics post-test scores, broken out by instructional materials and lecture attendance and controlling for previous midterm score, are shown in Fig. 10 . There was a main effect of instructional materials, Fð1; 304Þ ¼ 4.12, p ¼ 0.043, so even though the Lenz's law instruction was identical for both groups, the CC students were better prepared to learn from that instruction.
However, there was no difference by prediscussion lecture attendance, Fð1; 304Þ ¼ 0.22, p ¼ 0.64, and no interaction, Fð1; 304Þ ¼ 1.09, p ¼ 0.30. It makes sense that there would be no effect of lecture attendance, since these subsequent topics were not covered in the lecture.
We propose that the benefit of the contrasting cases for learning to attend to change in flux helps students learn and apply the subsequent topic of Lenz's law. One alternative explanation we can rule out is that the difference on the subsequent topics post-test simply reiterates the difference in correct application of Faraday's law. Specifically, BPC students could perform worse in identifying the direction of the current, because they incorrectly state that there is no induced current at all. However, looking at students' responses to the Lenz's law questions, we see that there is no difference in how many students incorrectly answer that there is "no current" (Table II) . Therefore, the effect of the CC materials is actually an increase in correct predictions of the induced current direction.
Enjoyment and self-assessment of learning
In study 1, one complicating factor was that the enjoyment question was asked after the post-test. Here in study 2, both the enjoyment and the self-assessment of learning questions were asked after the activity but before the posttest. Therefore, the results from study 2 are more likely to represent students' beliefs about the activities, independent of their experience with the post-test.
On the enjoyment question, a two-way ANOVA showed a significant effect of instructional materials, where students exposed to contrasting cases again ranked their enjoyment higher, Fð1; 305Þ ¼ 12.8, p < 0.001, with a marginal effect of lecture attendance, Fð1; 305Þ ¼ 3.23, p ¼ 0.07, and a significant interaction between the two factors, Fð1; 305Þ ¼ 6.26, p ¼ 0.013. Mean enjoyment scores are shown in Fig. 11 .
The interaction is driven by the especially low rankings of BPC students who did not attend lecture as compared to the rankings of the other three groups, p < 0.001, 95% CI interval for difference [−1.24, −0.39]. One explanation is that BPC students who do not attend the lecture cannot make sense of why the Faraday's law instructional activity starts with a review of Lorentz force. On the other hand, BPC students who did attend lecture learn about the link between Lorentz force and Faraday's law beforehand. For CC students, the discussion section deals directly with Faraday's law, which may match their expectations for a Faraday's law activity. In summary, the results show that CC students once again rated their enjoyment higher. Although the explanation is not clear, we can see that the result holds even when the lengths of the materials are made more equal. As before, self-assessment of learning was not correlated with posttest score, but it was correlated with enjoyment.
D. Discussion
Students who explored the contrasting cases perform better on both qualitative Faraday's law questions and subsequent topics questions. This supports our explanation that the benefits of the cases for understanding the key features, such as change in flux, can benefit learning of subsequent topics. In the contrasting cases activity, the search for a common explanation of induced currents may help students look past surface features that are insufficient to explain all the cases on their own, such as a nonzero magnetic flux or movement of the loop. This may help students recognize change in flux as the key feature, either when searching across the cases or in the subsequent description of Faraday's law.
Here, being absent from lecture may actually provide a benefit. Not knowing the correct answer may increase student search across the contrasting cases for a common explanation, increasing students' knowledge of the feature space, benefiting future learning of the concept.
VII. CONCLUSION A. Benefits of inventing a general explanation with contrasting cases
In summary, we have shown that a contrasting cases activity focused on developing a single explanation for multiple examples helps students learn to correctly apply a physics principle. Students also found this activity more enjoyable.
In other areas in physics, students have been found to have difficulty seeing change in a quantity rather than amount of a quantity [34, 35] . Given these difficulties, the core benefit of the contrasting cases here could be in providing students with a need to slow down and notice the change in the amount of magnetic flux rather than just the amount of magnetic flux at a single point in time. The benefit for Lenz's law is then obvious, as determining the direction of the induced magnetic field relies on students' ability to determine how the flux is changing.
B. Lack of observed value to developing coherence between concepts
We have shown that practice explaining a set of contrasting cases of a new concept leads to better future application of related concepts than connecting the new concept to a previously learned one. While expertise in physics requires the development of coherence between the different concepts of physics, instruction emphasizing this connection did not help students apply these principles on typical problems over focused instruction on the new concept.
It is possible that other assessments would show different results. For example, it is possible that coherence between different concepts would give students a way to check their answer, such as determining induced currents with both the Lorentz force and Faraday's law. This coherence could also aid in concept selection, giving students a way to evaluate the comparative benefits of using either Lorentz force or Faraday's law for a given problem. It is also possible that students need better grounding in the individual concepts themselves before the benefits of coherence between different concepts become apparent.
To be clear, these studies are not an indictment of instruction emphasizing coherence between concepts. Rather, it is a call for instructors and researchers to develop assessments that can make explicit the benefits of that coherence.
C. Is attending lecture harmful?
Our results show that contrasting cases instructional materials can improve performance in a typical large-lecture, introductory physics course. However, we found that students who search for a general explanation of a set of contrasting cases without attending prior lectures perform the best after instruction. This raises important FIG. 11 . Mean enjoyment ratings of the discussion section activities, split by materials and preactivity lecture attendance. All error bars denote one standard error.
questions about the function and instructional benefits of lecture in an introductory physics course.
Previous research has shown that the benefits of contrasting cases are realized when students transition between the different cases, comparing features in the search of a common explanation [11, 12] . For students who are told the answer ahead of time, they may simply apply the known solution to the cases one at a time. This is consistent with our study 2 results: CC students performed better if they were absent from lecture, perhaps because not knowing the correct answer increased search across the contrasting cases for the common explanation of induced currents.
Our suggestion is not that lectures should be eliminated, but rather that careful coupling between the direct instruction in lectures and contrasting cases activities can enhance student learning. Other studies have also shown that direct instruction can be enhanced when preceded by activities that help students develop prior knowledge that prepares them for future learning [12, 15, 16, 36] . One implication is increased attention to instructional sequencing, where activities that emphasize discovery and exploration are scheduled before related lectures. Another possibility is to incorporate these sequences within the progression of a lecture. Peer instruction-style questions typically used as practice with concepts or assessment of student understanding in large lectures could serve another role. Before direct instruction, a question could be posed to the class asking them to seek an explanation for a set of contrasting cases. The elaboration of this potential approach along with assessment of its effectiveness is a potential future direction for further integrating contrasting cases into typical instructional contexts.
One unanswered question is whether the direct instruction in lectures is hurting student performance or whether there are inconsistencies between the contrasting cases and lecture instruction that cause confusion when taken together. Our interpretation is that learning Faraday's law in lecture lessens the benefits of seeking one explanation to a group of contrasting cases. Although prior work by Schwartz and colleagues [15, 16] would suggest it unlikely, here we cannot rule out the possibility that lecture alone may help students as much as contrasting cases alone, and that it is the combination of lecture and the contrasting cases that confuses students. Future study designs of this type could include a "lecture only" control group, to help decide between these two interpretations.
D. Comparative studies of interactive engagement materials
This research is fundamentally about understanding the structure of activities in interactive-engagement classroom settings. We found that a small instructional change to how a series of examples are examined-either as cases to be explained or as practice applying a previously learned concept-produced a noticeable and lasting difference. This provides us with research-based instructional guidance for how the design of instructional materials can affect learning outcomes, guidance beyond the overall principle of "interactively engaging" students.
Critically, we argue that the instructional findings here are more fine-grained than those of typical studies supporting the benefits of interactive engagement for two methodological reasons. First, such studies typically compare instruction over an entire semester, measuring differences in end-of-class performance, with either course performance or a standardized survey. As a consequence, conclusions can only be drawn between the overall course curricula and not any one component within them. In this way, whole approaches to teaching are compared, with the similarity between these reformed courses commonly coarsely bundled as active engagement. Second, comparisons are commonly made between very different instructional approaches, usually between a PER-based instructional method and a traditional one [6, 25, 37] . While PER-based methods commonly outperform traditional instruction, it is unclear how consequential and effective the individual elements of these different PER-based approaches are.
By investigating the efficacy of individual activities in the same interactive engagement classroom, we can start to identify important components of instructional materials that foster learning and performance. In this study, we showed that an instructional approach taken from cognitive psychology-finding a general explanation for a set of contrasting cases, particularly when well sequenced with direct instruction-led to increased performance over a common active engagement approach. However, our broader aim is not just to show the instructional efficacy of contrasting cases, but also to advocate for these kinds of instructional comparisons and the articulation of assessments that highlight the benefits of different instructional approaches.
It is through this lens of fine-grained instructional comparisons that we address the issue of instructional significance. These studies were not an attempt to fully optimize the instruction of Faraday's law to obtain the greatest learning possible. Rather, it was a study of the impact a small change in instruction can make when embedded in a larger instructional context that includes lectures, homework, and exams. We somewhat arbitrarily chose the topic of Faraday's law as a test case for this research. What is notable is that this relatively small instructional difference led to any long-term effect, however small.
Take, for example, the qualitative Faraday's law post-test results of study 2, which showed the largest difference between performance for CC and BPC students. While the difference in scores for CC and BPC students who did not attend lecture was 1.1 points out of 5, for the majority of students who did attend lecture, the difference in scores was only 0.24 points out of 5, or 5% of the total score. Obviously, instructors may not wish to make major adjustments to their teaching based on this small gain, but when instructors or physics education researchers are designing an instructional unit, such results should at least be considered. Our results indicate that a relatively small instructional difference, one that might be left up to an instructor's preference in many active learning approaches, makes a difference in subsequent student performance. We argue that this finding is educationally significant not because it immediately suggests a path to drastic gains in student learning, but because it suggests new avenues of research for improving on currently accepted best practices in teaching, not just for Faraday's law, but for many other topics in physics as well.
Our goal is to move toward research-based findings that can provide guidance on the design of instructional materials. By better illustrating the effects of the details of instructional materials, physics education researchers can start to clarify and explicate the design principles behind successful materials as well as provide guidance for the design of future materials, bringing science to the art of instructional design.
